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Abstract—Autonomous vehicle applications require sub-100 ms message latency with a high success probability. While this will be supported by upcoming fifth generation networks, hybrid access technology using multiple LTE connections, may pave the way for the autonomous vehicle applications today. In current LTE networks, handovers often lead to long data interruption. Therefore, we study the handovers and the related data interruption, and how performance can be improved through hybrid access, using redundant transmissions over multiple connections.

The study is based on drive tests, where four QualiPoc measurement smartphones are connected to different LTE networks simultaneously, performing synchronized ping latency measurements, and recording handover events. The results show that a handover event during a ping measurement, prolongs the average latency from 60-80 ms to more than 200 ms. However, the handovers do not occur simultaneously in the measured LTE networks. Therefore, hybrid access with two connections is shown to reduce the handover outage by a factor 60. Furthermore, the 99.9 %-tile latency is reduced 66 %, by using two simultaneous connections, as compared to the best single network measurement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, wireless connectivity for autonomous vehicles (AVs) has received a significant amount of attention. The reason is that wireless transfer of information will enhance the capabilities of the cars, drones, robots, etc. as compared to solely relying on radar, lidar and other sensors mounted on each vehicle. The wireless exchange of information between vehicles and infrastructure must be reliable, and with low latency to provide an improvement on top of the build-in sensors. An example of user safety-oriented requirements is a round trip time (RTT) latency target below 100 ms, with a success probability of at least 99.99 % [1].

The future fifth generation (5G) radio technology targets to provide ultra-reliable, low-latency communication, and thus supports the AVs. However, the 5G technology is yet to be standardized. Therefore, the deployment of 5G, providing sufficient spatial availability to cover national roads, is also not imminent. Thus, it is attractive to re-use the existing LTE infrastructure for AVs. Unfortunately, recent measurements [2] show that commercial LTE deployments, even though they have an average RTT latency of 50-70 ms, will exceed the 100 ms target in 2-5 % of the transmissions. Within 3GPP there is ongoing work to enhance LTE to support reliable and low-latency AV applications, [3], but such deployment upgrades also take time on both the infrastructure and the device side. An alternative, and immediately available solution, is to combine multiple readily-available mobile networks, using multiple operators and multiple technologies - commonly referred to as hybrid access. Such solutions can provide lower cost and faster time-to-market, as compared to upgrades of LTE and future 5G.

The hybrid access (or multipath) concept has been studied extensively for more than 10 years for both link, IP, transport, and application layers [4]. A key focus area has been fixed-mobile convergence [5], where a device can leverage both wired and wireless connections. Moreover, there is significant interest in combining multiple wireless technologies, to provide enhanced connectivity for mobile devices. The work on vehicular communication includes UDP-based lab experiments on WiFi targeting lower latency [6], and application-based measurements on 3G and WiFi targeting throughput improvements [7]. However, the introduction of Multipath-TCP (MP-TCP) [8] has triggered multiple studies on hybrid access for AVs. The reason is that this extension to the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), allows multiple paths to be utilized easily. The goal has mainly been to improve the throughput, e.g. by use of LTE and WiFi in a vehicle to infrastructure network [9], and by use of multiple simulated wireless interfaces for an unmanned aerial system [10].

In addition to increasing the data rates, the hybrid access work in [11] shows, how the latency performance is also improved due to handovers occurring at different times in different wireless systems. By transferring the data redundantly, (data duplication in 3GPP terms), in multiple wireless systems, the overall data transfer becomes more reliable, even though one of the systems may not be able to deliver any service at a given time. In this regard, [12] performs measurements using two LTE connections, on the same carrier, and a redundant MP-TCP scheduler on-board a train. The measured average latency is reduced by half, and packet drops are nearly uncorrelated. However, limited details on the handover events and the latency distribution are presented [12].

The objective and contribution of this work is an experimental study on how hybrid access, using multiple LTE operators and multiple phones connected to the same operator, impacts handover and latency performance. We measure ping latencies on QualiPoc measurement smartphones, which simultaneously collect handover event statistics. Since the phones do not support hybrid access, the obtained measurement traces are
post-processed, in order to emulate the behavior of redundant data transmission over multiple wireless interfaces.

The paper is structured as follows: in Section II the LTE handover events and how they impact latency performance are described. Next we explain how the hybrid access approach can minimize the handover outage. In Section III the measurement equipment & scenario, and the post-processing methodologies for time synchronization and hybrid access emulation are described. We present our results in Section IV, which is followed by the discussion and conclusion in Sections V and VI, respectively.

II. LTE HANDOVER EVENTS AND HYBRID ACCESS

Handovers occur when the LTE device reconfigures its connection from the current serving cell to a new cell, e.g. due to changes in coverage or load conditions [13]. Since LTE employs break-before-make handovers, there is a data interruption when the device is detaching from the old, and attaching to the new cell [14]. Note this study is limited to intra-LTE handovers, although handovers between radio access technologies are also of interest.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the data interruption starts with the handover execution phase. The handover execution is initiated, when the device receives the Radio Resource Control (RRC) Connection Reconfiguration message, which indicates the need for a handover from the current serving cell. The phase completes, when the device sends the RRC Connection Reconfiguration Complete upon successful random access to the new cell [13]. Due to message processing in the target cell, and transmission latencies [15], the data interruption continues after the handover execution has completed.

Hybrid access enables a device to duplicate its packets across all interfaces. As discussed in the introduction, the method can thus be used to improve the throughput and latency, by benefiting from the interfaces providing different performance at different points in time and space [9]–[12]. Furthermore, hybrid access may also reduce the probability that there is no data connection available at all. The reason, according to our hypothesis, is that multiple LTE interfaces are not likely to experience handovers at the same time. Therefore, LTE hybrid access may be a useful method to minimize the impact of the data interruption phase, e.g. for AVs.

This work evaluates the potential of LTE hybrid access with specific focus on mitigating the impact of handovers. In order to quantify the observations, a performance metric is defined for handover outage. Specifically, $\rho$ describes the percentage of time a device experiences data interruption due to handover:

$$\rho = \frac{1}{t_{\text{tot}}} \cdot \sum_{n=1}^{N} t_{\text{int}}(n) \quad [-], \quad (1)$$

$$t_{\text{int}}(n) = t_{\text{exe}}(n) + t_{\text{prc}}(n) \quad [s], \quad (2)$$

where $t_{\text{tot}}$ is the total duration of the measurement [s], $N$ is the number of experienced handover events [-], $t_{\text{int}}(n)$ is the data interruption [s], $t_{\text{exe}}(n)$ is the observed execution time [s], and $t_{\text{prc}}(n)$ is the observed additional delay [s] for the $n$th handover event.

In the case of hybrid access handover outage, the term $t_{\text{int}}$ in (1) is the time when all active interfaces are simultaneously interrupted. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 2, where a time trace of the handover events experienced by two different mobile interfaces (A & B) is sketched. The handover execution overlap between two or more devices is obtained by inspecting the RRC Connection messages. However, as observed in Fig. 2, the actual data interruption overlap is larger due to the processing time $T_{\text{prc}}$. The dependency on $T_{\text{prc}}$ will be further analyzed in Section IV. Note the metric $\rho$ in (1) is agnostic to the specific type of hybrid access in use.

In addition to the handover outage $\rho$, the RTT latency is a key performance indicator for this study. In particular, the system reliability, defined as the probability that the latency target is achieved [1], is of interest.
III. MEASUREMENT & PROCESSING METHODOLOGY

A. Equipment & Scenario

The measurements are performed using four Samsung Galaxy S5 QualiPoc measurement smartphones. Each phone sends a 172 bytes echo request packet, using the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) with 200 ms interval. Including the ICMP and IP header, the payload is 200 Bytes. This traffic corresponds to typical message payloads and transmission intervals of AV applications [1]. The phones ping towards a server at Aalborg University, which is connected to the Danish Internet Exchange via a low-latency 10 Gb/s fiber [2]. According to [2] the round trip time between Aalborg University and the Internet Exchange is 7.5 ms. Even though we use 172 bytes pings, as compared to 128 bytes in [2], the estimate is deemed valid. The QualiPoc measurement phones include an application that enables scheduling of the aforementioned ping job. In addition, the application also records LTE RRC messages, System Information Blocks, and radio layer measurements. During the measurements, the phones are forced to the LTE technology, but they select the carrier frequency according to the operator’s coverage and traffic steering policy. Besides the measurement software, the phones run a minimum number of Android applications and background processes. The hybrid access measurement setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Two of the phones are connected to the same operator (B1 & B2 in Fig. 3), to study the potential of device location diversity as in [12]. The physical separation of the two phones is ~20 cm. The two other phones are connected to the remaining two main operators of Denmark (A & C), enabling the study of multi-operator diversity. Some operators partially employ site-sharing, but their traffic steering and mobility control is expected to result in different ping latencies and handover events. The measurements were performed back and forth on the highway between Aalborg and Frederikshavn, with a speed of approximately 100 km/h. The ~130 km measurement route is illustrated in Fig. 4.

B. Measurement Synchronization & Processing

The QualiPoc phones provide timestamped measurement logs, including ping latency traces and RRC messages. The phones are time synchronized, using a broadcasted Bluetooth synchronization signal from a QualiPoc tablet, which acts as a master for the QualiPoc phones. The absolute time synchronization of each phone is in the order of 100 ms [16]. The resulting absolute time difference of up to 200 ms between two phones is critical, when comparing the handover events, because each event on average is 20-40 ms (see the measurement results in Fig. 5). Since the handover event is shorter in time than the absolute time offset, the occurrence of handover overlaps, defined in Fig. 2, may not be detected properly. To handle this measurement limitation, the phones are time synchronized through post-processing in Matlab. The starting point, is to search for overlapping handovers between pairs of phones i.e. cross-correlating two measurements. This is achieved by sweeping a time offset of -100 ms to 100 ms, with 1 ms granularity, in one of the phones’ trace. For each time offset the number of overlapping handovers, and the accumulated handover execution, and data interruption times are logged. This procedure is repeated for all six phone pair combinations. The time offset for each phone is then fixed to the sweep time value, where the worst case performance, i.e. the highest accumulated handover execution time for the six combinations, is observed. The fixed absolute time offset per phone is then used for the ping latency processing.

To examine the impact on ping latency, a redundant hybrid access scheduler is implemented in Matlab. The emulator assumes that the same data (ping packet) is sent on all available interfaces, i.e. the four measurement phones. Having calibrated the absolute time offset between the phones, a common time vector, starting with the first measurement, amongst the phones is generated. The resolution of the time vector equals the ping interval of 200 ms. Next the four phones’ traces are compared with the common time vector. Ping latency samples from each phone are linked to the common time vector, based on their time of occurrence, i.e. the time where the phone sends the ICMP Echo Request). Using the redundant scheduler, the lowest latency sample across the four traces is reported in the following Section.
IV. RESULTS

This Section contains the measured handover execution times, the worst case estimate of overlapping handovers including the processing time, ping latencies per operator, ping latency with and without a handover event, and finally an estimate of the latency, when redundantly transmitting data over the multiple wireless interfaces. The operators’ names are hidden, but known to the authors.

A. Handover Performance

The empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) for the handover execution times of the four operators are shown in Fig. 5. During the 130 km drive the phones experienced 126-168 handovers and 0 handover/radio link failures. Operators B1, B2, and C on average require \( \sim 37 \) ms to perform the handover procedure, while operator A on average completes it in 23 ms. These observations are in line with [2].

Even though operator A performs more than 20 additional handovers, as compared to operators B1 and B2, the overall handover outage \( \rho \), defined in (1), is 20-25 % lower as illustrated in Fig. 6. Operator C has the longest average handover execution time and highest number of handovers, and thus the handover outage is 45 % higher than operator A. The handover outage \( \rho \) for all operators is in the order of 0.1 %. That prevents the operators from delivering reliable real-time communication, because the handover and the data transfer may coincide.

Fortunately, the use of redundant hybrid access entails that the data interruption can be mitigated. The reason is that it only occurs, if the data interruption events of the two connections overlap, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The handover outage for the operator combination pairs using \( t_{pdc} = 0 \) ms is given in Table I. The 0 ms case corresponds to the pure handover execution phase shown in Fig. 6, while 10 ms is the commonly assumed performance in current LTE deployments [15]. The 5 ms result thus provides a view on what can be realized, if LTE or 5G is optimized.

In general, the single operator cases result in the largest handover outage. Combining the two connections from the same operator (B1+B2), reduces the handover outage by at least a factor 30. The combination of two different operators, provides close to a factor 60 improvement for all \( t_{pdc} \) settings. Along the 130 km measurement route, there was no handover overlap across the three operators (A+B1+C).

B. Latency Statistics

Fig. 7 shows the CDF of the latency distribution per operator. The average values are in the range 56-113 ms, and in line with previous observations [2].

Operator B, (traces B1 and B2), provides \( \leq 100 \) ms latency for \( \sim 98 \% \) of the samples, while operators A and C are 5 % points lower. The number of samples experiencing simultanous handovers, resulting in a handover outage of 0.002 %. This may prevent hybrid access to a single operator (B) from providing reliability \( \geq 99.99 \% \), but it is a factor 50 improvement compared to the 0.1 % outage level per phone.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the data interruption depends on not only the handover execution time, but also the processing time after finishing the handover execution phase. In Table I the handover outage \( \rho \) is estimated for processing time \( t_{pdc} \) of 0, 5, and 10 ms. The 0 ms case corresponds to the pure handover execution phase shown in Fig. 6, while 10 ms is the commonly assumed performance in current LTE deployments [15]. The 5 ms result thus provides a view on what can be realized, if LTE or 5G is optimized.

In general, the single operator cases result in the largest handover outage. Combining the two connections from the same operator (B1+B2), reduces the handover outage by at least a factor 30. The combination of two different operators, provides close to a factor 60 improvement for all \( t_{pdc} \) settings. Along the 130 km measurement route, there was no handover overlap across the three operators (A+B1+C).

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing time ( t_{pdc} )</th>
<th>Handover outage ( \rho ) [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0 ms</td>
<td>0.0838-0.1540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 ms</td>
<td>0.0005-0.0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ms</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single operator</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two different operators</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same two operators</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Handover outage \( \rho \) and number of handovers (HOs) for \( t_{pdc} = 0 \) ms.
in the 300-400 ms range is ten times higher for operators A and C as compared to B. The combination of B1 and B2, even though they originate from the same operator, may thus be the most favorable for providing reliable real-time communication. However, connecting to the same operator provides less site diversity, which affects the number of simultaneous handover events, as determined in Section IV-A.

The grey line with diamond markers in Fig. 7 is based on the lowest latency per time sample across the four traces. This results in an average latency of 44 ms, which is \(\geq 20\%\) lower than the best individual operator (B1). Furthermore, more than 99.94\% of the samples experience \(\leq 100\) ms latency. However, it may not be feasible to utilize all four connections in a practical setup.

A key reason for the prolonged ping latency, is the handover events that result in data interruption. In Fig. 8 the latency results for all four traces are grouped, based on whether a handover overlapped with the ping latency measurement. Without handovers, the average latency is \(\sim 70\) ms, while 95\% of the samples are below 100 ms. However, when a handover event occurs simultaneously with the latency measurement, the average latency exceeds 200 ms. This underlines the advantage of reducing handover outage by use of hybrid access.

C. Combined Pings

As previously mentioned in Section III, samples were collected per operator along the 130 km measurement route. However, not every sample is valid due to ping timeouts, which are caused by e.g. handover, network load, and coverage holes. On average 69\% of the samples contains a ping measurement from all four operators. In 25\% of the cases, three operators provide a ping latency measurement, while 4\% and 0.7\% contain just two or one operator(s), respectively.

Fig. 9 shows the average, 99.9\%-, and 99.99\%-tile ping latency for the four operators, and emulated redundant combinations of operator pairs. The red dashed line is the 100 ms target. The average latency of operators B1, B2, and C fulfills the target (as also shown in Fig. 7), but the 99.9\%-%-tile does not. This is also the case for the redundant hybrid access combinations of operator pairs, but B1+B2 achieves 119 ms at the 99.9\%-%-tile, which is a 66\% reduction of the single operator results. However, there is still a significant gap to fill, as all combinations but B1+B2 exceed 1 s at the 99.99\%-%-tile. By combining three operators, the 99.9\%-%-tile is 107-120 ms, while the 99.99\%-%-tile exceeds 350 ms. Utilizing all four operators, results in 99.9\% and 99.99\%-%-tiles at 90 ms and 135 ms, respectively.
V. DISCUSSION

The vision of our work is a hybrid access solution that combines legacy and future cellular radio technologies, multiple network operators, and potentially also other wireless technologies, such as WiFi and MulteFire. In this initial work, LTE was studied to evaluate the potential of operator and device location diversity. Given the observations in this study, it is determined that hybrid access using multiple LTE connections, can provide a significant latency reduction for both average and tail users, by limiting the impact of handovers. However, improvements in terms of optimized handover methods, and lower core network latencies are still required [2].

In 3GPP new handover techniques, such as synchronized handover, RACH-less handover, and multi-connectivity, are being studied for LTE-Advanced Pro and 5G [14]. Each of the techniques target to minimize the handover outage, which thus may become a less critical point for the future AV applications. However, in current LTE networks the hybrid access method proves useful for mitigating this issue. In addition, the results in Table I indicate the benefit of further reducing the processing time $t_{prc}$, defined in Fig. 1.

In this study a redundant scheduler was emulated. It provides low latency and high robustness towards handovers, but the cost of transferring twice the data is also high. In addition, the simultaneous use of multiple wireless radios, will impact the energy consumption [11]. Thus, it is important to evaluate, whether other schedulers can be developed to limit the number of transmissions, while maintaining the good latency performance observed in our measurement. Furthermore, it is important to consider, whether the currently used redundant scheduler, must be activated at both client and server side.

VI. CONCLUSION

Autonomous vehicle applications rely on wireless communication with low latency and high reliability. In this respect the widely deployed cellular LTE technology may be applicable. In this work, we measure 20-40 ms intra-LTE handover execution times in three commercial networks, using QualiPoc measurement smartphones. The ensuing data interruption time, is a critical factor for delivering reliable real-time communication. Using the QualiPoc phones for ping measurements, we observe that the average latency increases from 60-80 ms, when a handover is not present, to more than 200 ms, when a handover occurs during the ping measurement.

In a 130 km test drive in Denmark, the phones are without data connection 0.1% of the time due to ~150 handovers per network. However, we observe that the handovers do not occur simultaneously across the three LTE networks. This points to the potential of hybrid access, where data is redundantly transmitted through multiple wireless interfaces. Using post-processing we emulate hybrid access with pairwise combinations of the three networks, and note the handover outage is reduced 60 times, only resulting in 0-4 overlapping handovers. Two of the QualiPoc phones were connected to the same LTE network, and this hybrid access combination results in 8 overlapping handovers, and reduces the outage by a factor 30, as compared to the best single connection case.

The results also illustrate the benefit of reducing the message processing time in the handover target cell. Decreasing the time from 10 ms to 5 ms, reduces the overall handover outage 10-25%, depending on the operators used. Having observed the significant improvement in handover outage, the latency measurements are combined across the operators. While the best combination of two ping measurements only results in $\sim 10\%$ reduction of the average latency, the 99.9 %tile is reduced by 66 %, and the 99.99 %tile by 40 %. Thus hybrid access for LTE improves the communication latency and reliability for autonomous vehicle applications, by reducing the handover outage.

Future work includes measurements in diverse scenarios, using multiple transport layer protocols and traffic models.
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